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College students make excellent cannon fodder. They are young, 
strong, fairly intelligent and hopeful. Colleges and universities are 
among the most enduring of human institutions. Most survive 
almost any type of disaster, including fires, plagues, changes of 
administration, depressions and financial crises. Nine of our most 
distinguished institutions that were established between 1636 and 
the revolution are still not only in existence but respected and 
eagerly sought after by parents and students despite annual costs of 
well over $12,000. Most were founded by denominations of 
Christian Churches. 

Southwestern, by modern standards, is also an old institution, 
being a product of the great surge in population to the west and 
southwest during the middle of the 19th century. Just recently a 
student asked me how the " Southwestern" got into the name of our 
college. I had to explain to him that for a long time after the early 
arrivals in Virginia and Massachusetts made it to the Atlantic Coast, 
they didn' t get over the mountains or asfar down as the semi
tropical35 ° of N. latitude, and that where he is now was really pretty 
far southeast from early American English activities. 

In September of this year the college began its l34th session. 
Over the intervening years three major wars interrupted in some 
way or modified its operations. These were ( l) TheW ar between the 
States, (2) World War I and (3) World War II. Note: As a grandson 
of a Confederate Army Physician, the son of an ardent member of 
the Daughers of the Confederacy and the offspring of a member of 
the Sons of Confederate Veterans, I dare not speak of the Civil War. 
This past winter in a continuing education group that has been in 
uninterrupted operation for some thirty years, I learned that 
modern historians are still writing papers to be read at meetings of 
the American Historical Association which are yet debating the 
causes of the mentioned war, who really won it, and whether it is till 
going on. 

As most people know, Southwestern had its beginninngs in 
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Clarksville, Tennessee, in the 1840's, when Clarksville was the 
second most important city or town in the state, as an outgrowth of 
Montgomery Masonic College. According to the interesting Cen
tennial History by Professor W. R Cooper, published in 1949, 
Clarksville on the Cumberland River around 1829 had a popula
tion of about 250, had 56 buildings, 9 professings christians, and 
was "very much the whiskey-drinking, gun toting, pioneer commu
nity it had been at the very beginning of the century". But the 
Masonic Order had a meeting hall and the few Presbyterians in town 
held services there from time to time but had no resident preacher. 

Clarksville Academy, soon to be known as Montgomery Acade
my, was somehow established by the Masons on the edge of town 
where the Southwestern Presbyterian University ultimately grew 
up. At the present time the same site is occupied by Austin Peay 
State University with an enrollment of some 5,000 students. 

In the early 40's the Academy was increasing in students and 
quality of faculty, seemed to have effective board members, and like 
so many present day colleges which aspire to call themselves 
universities, the Academy soon aspired to become a college. 

In fact some of the Masons wanted to jump at once into a great 
university, to be known as the Masonic University of Tennessee. 
However, the "university" appelation had to wait a bit until the 
Presbyterians took over. In February, 1840, the legislature au
thorized the transfer of the assets of the Academy to the Masonic 
Lodge of the state. 

The Masons started again with enthusiasm and with keen 
anticipation of a bright future. They raised $32,000, then a very 
large sum, to complete in 1850 the famous "Castle Building" which 
was "The pride of Clarksville" and described as "one of the most 
stately, elegant, capacious and imposing in our country, built in the 
Elizabethan style of architecture, a fine model of castellated 
building, arresting the admiring attention of every passer-by, no 
matter were he from Rome, that city of St. Peter's Cathedral". An 
imposing faculuty was secured from Eastern Universities and for a 
brief time all augured well. Note: The marbel shield bearing the 
names of a number of prominent citizens of the day, probably the 
board of trustees of the college, is now imbedded in the south face of 
Halliburton Tower. Many of these worthy citizens were engaged in 
the steel industry which was flourishing in middle Tennessee at that 
time. 

The late 1840's were confused times in which to carry on a top 
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qulaity educational institution. The arguments over slavery in the 
newer states as they were admitted to the Union, the end of the 
Mexican War with tis complications, the annexation of California 
and the Gold Rush to that area, as well as the sectional interests of 
the Masons of Tennessee, each region wanting its own Masonic 
College rather than just one state Masonic University, all worked 
against interesting people in education. Contributions to finance the 
university state wide plan and the property were returned to the 
Clarksville Lodge, and when the institution really got under way, it 
was chartered as Montgomery Masonic College. 

I must apologize at this point for seeming to be in the process of 
giving you a condensed history of Southwestern. This is really not 
my purpose, though I have long advocated that each student and 
each faculty member in any college or university be required to read 
a history of his institution. It would give hem a greater appreciation 
of the sacrifices maJe by their forbears in producing the rather 
pleasant and easy conditions under which they now Leach and 
study. 

But to get quickly into War #1 .... 
One of the very distinguished members of the first faculty was 

the Professor of Natural Sciences, William M. Stewart, from Phila
delphia (Southwestern always had a warm relationship somehow 
with Princeton and Philadephia) who had amassed a considerable 
fortune in the iron and steel business since 1832 when he came to 
Tennessee. He may have been responsible for making the best use of 
the "Chemical and Philosophical Utensils" already in the posses
sion of the college with Philadelphia as the source. The fine Frazier 
Jelke Science Center now on this campus, possible unequalized in 
any American College, represents probably a part of the heritage 
from Professor Stewart's day. 

We will soon get to the War! 

Professor Stewart, a friend of Mathew Fontaine Maury, a very 
early meteorologist employed by the Smithsonian Institution, had 
really fallen in love with the Masonic College, and soon became its 
President. The contributed of his own means to try to interest the 
local Masons in supporting a fine institutions of higher education 
and its small but well-prepared faculty, but with little success. He 
was a Presbyterian as well as a scientist well ahead of his day, 
especially in West Tennessee. 

When the Presbyterians of Tennessee were looking around for a 
new college to take over (they had founded some 25 or more by 
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then), their attention was attracted to Montgomery Masonic College 
presided over by President Stewart, already a well- known, wealthy 
and distinguished figure. The Synod of Nashville had little diffi
culty in purchasing the father hard-up institution and renamed it 
Stewart College. The Presbyterian Church had not then been split 
into what has been described as "Presbyterians North of God and 
Presbyterians South of God". This separation did not happen until 
1860, after the outbreak of war. The first session of Stewart College 
was in 1855. 

The four year course of studies leading to the B. A. degree, would 
be too difficult for the average liberal arts student of today. A three 
year course was outlined for those students not seeking a degree, 
and this was loaded with courses in the several natural sciences. It is 
notable that in both programs there was required a year each of 
Moral Philosophy and of Evidences of Christianity. 

President Stewart set the pattern of"genuiness and excellence" 
much as President Eiehl did in 1925 when the college moved to 
Memphis. After two years, advanced in age and with an indepen
dent income, he retired as President but continued teaching in the 
sciences and mathematics. He was succeeded in office by the 
Reverend Doctor R. B. McMullen, also a scientist as well as a 
minister, in 1858. 

This able and good man didn't know what he was getting into, for 
just when Stewart College was becoming self-supporting and en
thusiastically regarded both by the Presbyterian of Tennessee and 
the citizens of Clarksville, along came the Kansas- Nebraska Bill, the 
Dred Scott Decision and the John Brown Episode. 

At last we have reached war, and I again quote from Professor 
Cooper's Volume, Southwestern at Memphis: 1848-1948, "Pro
fessor William Forbes in Mathematics, a Virginia intensely jealous 
of any claims of the federal government to interfere with the affairs 
of the state, and ready to advocate secession ... reading the signs of 
the times, became interested in 'preparedness' and organized the 
students into a company for miliatry drill. When the news of the 
bombardment of Fort Sumpter was received, all of the able bodied 
students, under the leadership of Professor Forbes, marched out to 
the fair grounds where they encamped until Tennessee withdrew 
from the Union. Captain Forbes boys became the first in the county 
to answer the Governor's call for troops. Every student at Stewart 
College, except two living outside the bounds of the confederacy, 
promtly answered the call of his country, and entered the Con
federate Army." 
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Thus Stewart College, which had faced such a bright future at the 
time of the inauguration of President McMullen, was left in a few 
short months with an excellent board of trustees, an inexperienced 
presidnet, several older faculty members and no students. Pro
fessor Forbes soon became Colonel Forbes of the Fourtheenth 
Tennessee Regiment which soon headed for Virginia He was killed 
in the Second Battle of Manassas. 

But President McMullen was made of tough Presbyterian stuff. 
He prepared the following notice for the Jeffersonian, the College 
News sheet, on July 19, 1861: 

"When our Northern invaders declared war against the 
South, one of the Professors of the institution and nearly 
every student who was able to bear arms, promptly enrolled 
themselves for defense of the South are are now in the army. 
On the first Monday in September next the exercises of the 
Colelge will again be resumed. If our soldiers shall not have 
drive back our opressors ere that time, most of our elder 
students will of course not be with us at the commencement of 
the session, but the younger members can come. 

We earnestly hope that before September our invaders will 
have received such salutary lessions as will induce them to 
remove their polluting feet from our sacred soil, so that 
teachers and pupils may return to their literary and scientific 
pursuits. But if in this we are disappointed, we will wait till our 
brethren and fellow-students shall have taught the President 
and Cabinet to march from Washington in a still more lively 
double-quick step than they employed in marching to it." 
(Cooper, p. 27.) 
Unfortunatley, the "polluting feet" did not go away for con

siderable time and the" sacred soil" around Clarksville was scarred 
by confederates and union soldiers alike. The trustees authorized 
the president to handle the situation as best he could, which he did, 
although the dormitory was fast becoming a Confederate hospital, 
because of the fierce fighting around Fort Donelson. Soon the whole 
plant was turned over to the Confederates, Dr. McMullen moving 
into the home of the absent Colonel Forbes and some 36 prepara
tory students being taught after a fashion in the Presbyterian 
church. This set-up lasted only until the federal troops took over all 
of Clarksville, including the College, after the capture of the Fort. 
The battle around Fort Donelson was probably the most exciting 
event that ever shook Clarksville. Everyone in town tried to get to 
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the front to help in the fighting, take supplies to relatives, to attend 
the sick, wounded or dead. In those times usually being severely 
wounded was just a precursor of being soon dead. The federal troops 
moved quickly into the college campus with their hospital cases, 
removing the Confederates already occupying the buildings as 
hospital quarters. 

In October, 1862, President McMullen reported to the trustees 
the state of the college property as follows: . 

"Upon the arrival of the Federal soldiers here the Con
federate sick and wounded were moved from the College and 
that building was used by the Federals for a similar purpose. 
The conduct of these last while occupying the College 
building was characterized by the grossest vandalism. Not
withstanding their solemn and oft repeated promises to 
respect and protect the property, they themselves, yes, the 
very officers who made these promises, for several times 
forced the doors of the cabinet rooms, broke open the cases of 
mineralogical specimens and carried away many of the most 
valuable specimens, and choice portions of the books belong
ing to the Washington Irving Society, chairs, tables, curtains, 
etc., finally stripping even the College chapel of everything in 
it. The soldiers thus acting were in the building only about a 
month. They left on the 25th of March taking everything from 
the College, my cooking stove and other property, besides 
having seriously damaged the building and utterly destroyed 
all the furniture. Immediately upon heir departure, I placed a 
family in the building with a view of protecting it, but about 
the middle of April other soldiers took possession of it. The 
chief officers occupied my residence for their quarters and 
used my parlor for their kitchen. 

"These were quite as lavish in good promises as were their 
predecessors and equally reckless in regard to fulfilling them. 
In respect to the former vandalism I addressed a note to Col. 
Bayne of whom I certainly had hoped better things stating the 
excesses and oppressions of his inferiors in office. On the 
morning of the 25th of March his men being in the door ready 
to start to the boat, he sent for me and handed me a reply in 
which he took no notice of my protest, except to berate me 
soundly for asking such a thing, while I was not loyal to the 
United States. It may not perhaps be amiss for me to put on 
record that those who came in April and continued until the 
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18th of August were the 7lst Reg. Ohio Vol. who were 
disgraced at Pittsburg Landing or Shilo for running from their 
enemies as fast and as far as practicable and who so 
disgracefully surrendered here, to a very small force without 
firing a gun." (Cooper, p. 30-31.) 
So far as Stewart College was concerned, except for the trustees, 

minus their chairman Mr. Alfred Robb, who died from wounds 
received at Fort Donelson, and the president, there were the shells of 
several buildings, the land and a few prep-school students. A 
request was made to the U. S. Government for funds to repair the 
damamge of the war, estimated carefully at $10,780.50 U. S. 
Money. If this summ seems absurd, it should be recalled that the 
beautiful and spacious castle building, regarded as an architectual 
masterpiece cost only $32,000 when completed in 1850. There is 
no record of a reply to this request. 

The next meeting of the trustees was to be deferred until January, 
1865, when it met to express its sorrow over the death of the 
president, Dr. McMullen, who had offered his services in a hospital 
containing federal soldiers during the smallpox epidemic raging 
after the fall of Fort Donelson. Disaster piled upon disaster, for 
Stewart College and Clarksville. The brick buildings somehow 
survived fire or total destruction, though the wooden fence sur
rounding the property had been used for firewood. For a time the 
negro " Refugees" sent north by General Sherman from Georgia 
occupied the structures. The" philosophical utensils" were all gone 
and horses had been at one time stabled in the physics laboratory. 

The College was now technically under the jurisdiction of the 
Synod of Nashville of the Presbyterian Church in the United States 
and not just the Presbyterian Church, due to the denomination's 
division caused by the war. The trustees who had faced disaster for 
so long and had tried to raise funds with no success were ready to 
quit. An offer of $14,000 from a group to purchase the desecrated 
plant and grounds was looked on with favor and recommended to 
the Synod. This is the nearest that Southwestern has ever come to 
becoming extinct. 

But, an amazing thing happened when the Synod met to 
approve, supposedly, the recommendation of the trustees. It met in 
April of 1869, turned down the whole proposal to sell, raised. 
$6,310.00, started repairs and assembled an amazingly qualified 
faculty and somehow the college was in business again. Strangely, 
or fortunately, all of the new faculty members were graduates of the 
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University of Virginia, which had held its first classes in 1825. 
I will not dwell on the next few years of modest expansion and 

endless bickering over the proposals that continued for the forma
tion of a great Presbyterian related all encompassing Southern 
University. This was partially achieved by the chartering of 
Southwestern Presbyterian University in 1875 under a plan of 
union of five Synods. The financial panic of 1873, the general 
business collapse of the later 70's, the great fire in Clarksville that 
burned over 15 acres of the business district but spared the college, 
and the inability to raise endowment funds of any magnitude during 
the time of reconstruction, kept the University in a shaky financial 
state, but a School of Theology was added to the curriculum. At one 
time around the early 1900's it was said that of the Presbyterian 
ministers in the south, half were graduates of Davidson and half 
from Southwestern Presbyterian: also, half had a B. D. from the 
Southwestern School of Theology and practically all of the re
mainder had a B. D. from Union Seminary in Richmond, Virginia 

The southern states still regarded themselves as independent 
entities, especially churchwise, and each Synod, roughly outlinded 
by state boundaries, still wanted to have its own church college. 
With the realization that this was a fond hope, based on the 
Clarkesville experience, there began about 1902 the first rumblings 
of a need to remove the Southwestern Presbyterian University in 
Clarksville to some larger city in the south, say Atlanta, where there 
would be local civic as well as church support. Rumors of these 
rumblings were regarded as almost heresy and beyond even 
meriting serious consideration by the trustees of the University. But 
the rumors persisted, and Atlanta actually put in a bid for 
Southwestern, which was haughtily declined. 

A series of Presidents, generally eminent and respected ministers, 
widely known over the south, succeeded each other until January, 
1917. The World War I had started in August of 1914 when the 
enrollment of Southwestern was 105 college students and 28 
divinity students. No one expected to the war to come to the United 
States. The basic problem at Southwestern was the inability of the 
officials of the University to get enough money, especially from the 
Presbyterian Churches. 

Dr. George Lang, an alumnus of Southwestern, Professor of 
History and Vice-President assumed the presidency in January of 
1917. The U. S. entered the war three months later. At once half of 
the student body of 119 students, many being specials taking war 
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related part-time courses, left for the military. The School of 
Theology was suspended. Dr. Lang resigned in May since the 
general feeling was that no campaign for funds could succeed and 
that there would soon be no student body. (Later Dr. Lang accepted 
a professorship in Philosophy at the University of Alabama, where 
he served for many productive years.) 

Then Southwestern got the best break it ever had. The situation 
was desperate - no money, practically no students, diminishing 
faculty. Butr a very popular young preacher named Charles E. 
Diehl had served the First Presbyterian Church of Clarksville for 
the past ten years. He had helped organize the Boy Scouts, the 
Un ited Chariti es, the Rotary Club and other Civic undertakings. He 
had come from Greenville, Mississipp~ with an attractive wife and 
was better educated that most ministers, havinng a bachelor's 
degree from Johns Hopkins, a master's from Princeton and a B. D. 
from Princeton Seminary. The word had leaked out that he had jsut 
received a call to the Hyde Park Presbyterian Church of Chicago 
where the salary was munificent compared with his current one. 
Apparently without any warning, a committee of the Southwestern 
Baord informed Dr. Diehl that he had been elected President of the 
College. The outlook for the future was about as gloomy as it could 
get. I got to know Dr. Diehl pretty well later on and it was 
characteristic that he took the more diffi cult job, apparently with the 
approval of his wife. He was 42 years old and had never taught 
himself other than a few classes in Hebrew at the college. He started 
his job officially July 15, 1917 . The student body numbered 77, 
including about six women, grudgingly admitted. 

Just how Dr. Diehl was able to get the War Departm ent to 
establish a students' Army Training Corps unit at the co ll ege, 
starting in the Fall o£1918, is n~t clear, but poss ibly connected in 
some way with the fa ct that Mr. Thomas Watt Gregory, a 
Southwestern Alumnus, was President Wilson's Attorney 
General. The enrollment increased to 181. But the early end of 
the war and the almost immediate discontinuance of the 
S.A. T. C. program caused many students to withdraw from 
Southwestern as well as from all other institutions of higher 
education. Dr. Diehl again showed amazing skill in securing an 
R. 0. T. C. unit, a surprising feat for so small a college. But it was 
impossible to interest war-weary families and their sons in 
compulsory drill at that time and the R. 0 . T. C. program got only 
as far as a round trip to wherever he was sent from by the 
commandant of the Southwestern unit. 
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In trying to summarize in a few words the effects of World War I 
on the college, I am reminded of a story about the experience session 
during a revival meeting at a rural church many years ago when 
such services were popular. The revivalist invited to the front seats 
those who wished to testify to the mighty works of healing for perons 
who had been ill or unfortunate but who had become greatly 
improved in body or estate through fervent prayer. After a number 
of warm testimonials from former sufferers had been heard, there 
remained one badly crippled individual, obviously in pain and with 
evident continuing suffering. The preacher got to him at last and 
queried, "and what did the Lord do for you, my brother, in your 
recent illness?" " Well, parson," said the shrunken figure, " He well 
nigh ruint me." World War I " Well nigh ruint" Southwestern and 
Dr. Diehl's first years of administration. 

It began to be very evident to everyone except the citizens of 
Clarksville that Southwestern could never become a great institu
tion in so isolated a site, nor would the Presbyterians alone of a few 
realted Synods ever be able to secure from the church adequate 
funds from its membership. At first Dr. Diehl had high hopes and 
concurred with the people of Clarksville in holding the fort there as 
it were, but soon he was convinced by a group of friends from the 
Synods of Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and even Tennessee 
that Memphis was a more desirea ble location in which to expand the 
college. He lost every frined he had in Clarksville but one. In a paper 
read to the Egyptians on October 25, 1956, titled '"Moving a 
College", Dr. Diehl detailed the events, complications, legal deci
sions by the Supreme Court of Tennessee, and the difficulties 
overcome in bringing Southwestern to Memphis in a new and 
elegant and enduring plant. That paper is worth reading in the files 
of Burrow Library or Cossitt Library. The enrollment at Clarks
ville's last session ( 1924-25) was 187. That in the first session in 
Memphis ( 1925-26) was ..J.06. 

The College was heartily welcomed by the officials and general 
population of Memphis. The faculty was of the highest quality in 
academic distinction and the many Rhodes Scholars therein were 
conversant with the tutorial type of teaching introduced in 1931 and 
honors courses already established. Thr sizr of the student body 
grew steadily to 502 in 1936-37 and many Memphians welcomed 
the opportunity to krep their children at home during their college 
years for reasons of less expense or otherwise. 

But the question of endowment and adequate financial support, 
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especially by the churches of the four cooperating Presyterian 
Synods, was ever present. The church people preferred to let the 
people of Memphis carry the major load and to put their money into 
local church building and other causes. An annual campaign in 
Memphis for $50,000 to help keep the college afloat had to be 
inauguarated and later one or more endowment campaigns with 
challenge gifts from philanthropic foundations were undertaken. 
Dr. Diehl was a genius at discovering the top people nationally who 
could recognize the quality of the Southwestern educational 
product and plant. How he managed this, I do not know, but for a 
small town preacher, he was a remarkable and persuasive public 
relations man. He also managed to have a Board of Directors of 
distinguished Memphis businessmen and church leaders in the 
Synods. 

Then came the Great Depression, but a $700,000 debt on the 
college buildings was paid off by July 1, 1930. This was the turning 
point in stabilizing the college. Next came Pearl Harbor. The effect 
on the college's plans were much of the same type as the attack on 
Fort Sumpter some eight decades before. And just as Professor 
Forbes of Montgomery Masonic College had been drilling some 
students before 1860, we at Southwestern had run several small 
groups of students enrolled in what were called "civilian pilot 
training" programs, sponsored by the Army or Air Force and 
teaching basic Meteorology and Air Navigation. I learned enough 
Meteorology myself by being able to read faster than my students, to 
pass the government CAA examination for certification as an 
airman. I suppose I am still certified and may be the only duly 
certified airman who has nevr flown a plan. I think Southwestern's 
teaching may have been reasonable effective, for one of the students 
in this preliminary training, later Colonel Robert A. Elder, shot 
down five German fighter plans in his first encounter, in Europe. 

In 1941, the year of Pearl of Harbor, President Diehl, reporting 
at a meeting of the Board, said: 

"No one today, even if he desired to do so, can get away 
from the anxiety of the present or the uncertainty of the 
future. Some as asking how we can justify an interest in mere 
culture when the world is in the throes of a terrific revolution 
that may even demolish the structure of our civilization, when 
a cataract of incendiary bombs is falling and burning the 
homes over our heads. Undoubtedly, the immediate urgent 
demand is to stop the bombing and put out the fire ... Every 
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institution of a free people must devote itself with insistent 
energy to this imperative task. But none must forget the 
obligation of the world in that day when ruthless dictators 
shall have met their merited doom and human- kind shall turn 
from the sciences of war to the art of peace. It is unthinkable 
that the curse of war shall continue indefinitely or that men 
and nations shall inevitably be divided into two classes -
masters and slaves. Never in all history has brute force gained 
a lasting victory over intelligence and good wil~ and we do not 
believe, despite all the malevolent efforts of our modern 
Attilas, that the real values of our civilization will be 
obliterated." (Cooper, p. 146.) 
The problem for Dr. Diehl, as for President McMullen many 

years before in Clarksville was to try to have Southwestern perform 
some essential service in the war for the nation and still replace some 
of the male students in order to keep Southwestern alive for an 
unpredictable period. The enrollment for 1942-43 was 237 men 
and 183 women; by 1943-44 it had become 109 men and 262 
women. The next year it was 43 men and 277 women, a total of321 
students. Many faculty had also left to enter the several services of 
the military. 

At last, due to the unceasing efforts of Dr. Diehl and the excellent 
facilities of Southwestern and the good witer climate of Memphis, 
we received in March of 1943 our first complement of young men 
enlisted in The 13th College Training Detachment (Aircrew). 

Under a contract with the Air Force we were to teach to Trainees, 
all High School Graduates, but few with any college work, 
Elementary Mathematics, Geography, English, Elementary 
Physics, Navigation, Air Instrumentation, Meteorology and Flight 
Training in units of 50 Cadets, but never more than five such units 
being in residence at one time. This we did for a period of 16 months. 
As I recall it, each group of 50 remained at the college about six 
weeks and then went on to some Air Force installation. I do not 
believe that any of them got into actual combat before the war 
ended. 

A considerable volume could be written about those sixteen 
months of campus activity. Actually there exists a detailed history 
written by the commanding officer who came as a First Lieutenant 
and left as a Captain. I have described some of the events from the 
college's point of view in a former Egyptians paper entitled "The 
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Halls of Ivy'" read on March 20, 1975. I will make only a brief 
summary here tonight. 

Or. Diehl, at the outset, after successfuly getting a commitment 
from the government, wisely turned the aircrew program planning 
and execution to a faculty-staff committee of four composed of the 
comptroller, for money and contractural matters; the college 
engineer for housing, supplies and gernal maintenance; the Senior 
Professor of Mathematics, for manipulating the constantly chaing
ing schedules of classes and flying assignments (computers did not 
exist then); and the Professor of Physics as a sort of general trouble 
shooter for instruction and representative of the college in dis
cussions with the military personnel that constantly flowed in to 
confuse our commanding officer and his bevy of second lieutenants. 
Actually, we were lucky in our aircrew as to personnel. The military 
and thl:' faculty got along remarkably well. The faculty did an 
amazing job of boning up on things they had never studied and the 
military gracefully accepted the academic idiosyncracies and 
adapted often to accepted tradtions and customs. The refectory, 
under the management of an elderly lady, served six seated meals 
each day, one set for the military cadets and one for the ap
proximately 300 remaining students. We operated simultaneously 
for 16 months two parallel but different types of study. The daily 
parades of the aircrew batallion on the campus in front of Palmer 
Hal~ with marches played over a loudspeaker, were colorful events; 
the visits of dignitaries to the campus, such as Lord and Lady halifax 
and others, were marked by appropriate ceremonies. The exit of the 
aircrew, unlike Southwestern's former war experiences, was 
orderly, the worn out grass and small damage to the plant paid for. 
The Herculean efforts of the college engineer, Mr. John A. Rollow, 
who kept the plant running and adapted to many more male 
students than the residence halls and fraternity houses were 
designed to hold, and the greatly increased financial records of Mr. 
C. L Springfield, comptroller, are notable examples of unrewarded 
devotion and sacrifice. Dr. Diehl was spared for half a decade more 
of vital service with his dream plant not impaired by an enemy, and 
we made $26,000 on our contract. Southwestern was ready for its 
centennial and faced the future with confidence. 

Almost four decades have passed since the end of World War II. 
Southwestern has grown steadily in its physical plant and financial 
assets and in recognition as one of the great Liberal Arts Colleges in 
the nation. Much of this story has been told in his inimitable style by 
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Professor Jim Roper in his bicentennial history published in 1975. 
The college has never deviated from the ideals set forth so ably and 
fearlessly by Dr. DiehL briefl y summarized by the words 
"genuiness and excellence" in its every aspect. Under the current 
able and dedicated leadership of Pres ident Jim Daughdrill, a strong 
and scholarly faculty and administrative staff and a carefull y 
selected student body, Southwestern will continue to play its 
appropriate role for the church, for Memphis, and for the nation. 

" It is Southwestern's belief that the average American's instinct 
for the higher humanity will endure. So it accepts the unavoidable 
challenge of the future with a realistic appraisal, and a look at old 
scars, and will, like any decent Liberal Arts College, 

. . . Follow RIGHT 
TO THE BOTTOM OF THE NIGHT, ... 
IN THE PRISON OF HIS DAYS 
TEACH THE FREE MAN HOW TO PRAISE." 

(ROPER P. 118.) 
(A quotation from tht' pot'm. ·· Jn mt'mory of \\ '. B. Yt'at s· · by W H. Aurl~n). 
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